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I think it’s important that a discussion of teaching painting should try and look 
beyond what I would classify as merely stylistic concerns, however central the 
question of style is to the kinds of conversation that take place at art schools. The 
principle danger of arguing for a kind of genealogical connection between staff and 
student is that such a relationship is modelled on the assumption of a direct 
transmission of information from one to the other. I’m uncertain whether such 
directness is healthy, not least because it presupposes boundaries for the student’s 
practice. This is an issue I feel is now especially relevant in our current educational 
climate: one in which institutions are solipsistically focused on optimising their own 
performance for a number of legislative and financial reasons. Here preparing 
students to operate as independent individuals upon leaving education all too 
frequently seems to be an unspoken subtext of teaching, as opposed to its primary 
objective.  
 
At least as important as the technical assistance Carol Rhodes offered me while I was 
a painting student at the Glasgow School of Art was the considerable integrity she 
radiated as a practitioner. It was in part by picturing her operating autonomously of 
the institution that I was able to summon the confidence to try and do so myself. 
And it is along parallel lines that the initiative of students who I have myself worked 
with is consistently impressed upon me. In the case of Georgia Horgan what started 
out as a conversation based on a set of shared concepts readily developed into a 
situation where her knowledge of the subject far outstripped my own. The work of 
exceeding present discourse is probably something that can only take place on a 
reciprocal level. 
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